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Good horse training is teaching a horse to do, with a rider on his back, the things he does naturally

when free and playing in the pasture. Horse training requires deep thought and an endless amount

of patience, plus skill and tact. In assembling this set of instructions on horse training and

horsemanship, effort has been made to eliminate all unnecessary words and sentences.
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Good horse training is teaching a horse to do, with a rider on his back, the things he does naturally

when free and playing in the pasture. Horse training requires deep thought and an endless amount

of patience, plus skill and tact. In assembling this set of instructions on horse training and

horsemanship, effort has been made to eliminate all unnecessary words and sentences.

Everyone who works with horses should read this, I wish I had found it sooner. I've read several

other books on riding and training horses, and none get to the point as quickly or as well as this one.

Highly recommended, I only wish it was available on kindle.

This book was gift purchased for my sister who requested it.She had read this book many years in

library and she finally purchased hers which she wore out!!Must be some good things because she

loves horses and doesn't like to read!!Note: she said it was same book but different cover.

It was everything that was advertised.



I was very fortunate to grow up on a large ranch in the Bitterroot Valley near Mr. Williamson's

School of Horsemanship in Hamilton, Montana. I took lessons from Charles and visited him in his

home. His grand white mare could pole bend at a trot forwards and backwards faultlessly. She did

wonderful one tempi flying changes, the Spanish walk, etc. ridden in a bridle or only a halter. It didn't

matter.In no time at all Charles had taught me to ride my own horse lighter and with more abilities

than I thought possible. For fun we would ride a square, so many paces forward, then so many

paces to the left, so many paces back, so many paces to the right, and then so many paces forward

to where we started. We did it at a walk and trot. It was fantastic training for a stock horse.

Afterwards, when I put my leg on my mare's side she would slide sideways at whatever gait we

were in: walk, trot, or canter.Everything is in his book to teach a person how to work with his horse

as a partner. It was a blessing to know Charles. It is equally wonderful to read his book. JK from

Darby, Montana

We always had horses as kids when growing up in southern Alberta. When I was finally able to

move to an acreage and get my own horses I realized that the scanty training I got by osmosis from

my Dad did not quite prepare me for starting a new horse nor win at local shows. This lack of

knowledge led me to various libraries where I browsed several volumes varying from dressage to

training jumping and race horses.After reading several books and magazines and still feeling

unsure, I stumbled across this book in the Cardston library. This book has it all in concise, easy to

read language. Using the principles outlined I have become somewhat sucessesful in competive

trail and pleasure showing of the Tennessee Walking horse. Mr. Williamson grew up with circus

horses and claims the methods for all training go back to classic dressage. He is famous in cutting

and reigning circles. I found his book so concise that I made a check list of training steps and

memorized the leg aids and never had a bit of trouble applying them. It really covers all areas of

good horsemanship. I do not think I have read anything since that is not covered in this book. The

title is deceptively restrictive. The book is very easy to read. I have often wished I had the book on

my shelf!

This is really old school and just what a horseman-woman ought to know. Love it. Good basic stuff

that makes a rider a horseman-woman.

I read the book in the early 1970s.. It was amazing and my horses responded quickly to the



techniques.. It gave me valuable insights about horse behavior .. I was new to 'horsedom' but soon

had my horses pivoting on any foot I wanted them to do it on and even walking sideways.. GREAT

book.. I've thought about how valuable it was and have mentioned it many times over the years

even thought I don't have horses any more..

Had the pleasure of going to his school for a month of training in 1969 in Hamilton Mt. amazing

experience. Brilliant man
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